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Overview 
What are the 4Ps of Marketing? 
 
Every marketing student learns about the 4 Principles of Marketing, known as the 4Ps of 
marketing early on in their academic career. These core elements of marketing are something 
every business should understand. In this guide, we’ll outline the 4Ps of marketing and we’ll 
apply real-world proven ideas that retailers of souvenirs can put into play. Your business, like 
many others, is unique. Your customers are often in your store for just a short time. They’re 
looking to capture their experience. You can offer them more than a memento – through the 
right mix of marketing activities, price and product blend. Let’s dive right into the 4Ps: 
 
Product: 

Crafting the ideal product mix based on your customer groups is the essence of the 
product P of marketing. To really understand your customer, we recommend asking 
them questions. For retailers, intercept surveys are ideal, as they capture customers 
right where they are. An excellent idea to capture guests for a short intercept survey is 
to offer a treat, such as cookies, while they answer a short intercept survey.  Or offer a 
point-of-purchase coupon to those waiting in line if they participate.  
 

Surveying customers is designed to craft a biographical sketch of your ideal customer, 
called a persona. This persona sketch helps you keep your customer in mind 
whenever you consider any of the 4Ps. What would Tom Tourist want in our store, 
or Hillary Hiker? You’ll likely have several personas that drive your retail store sales.  

Your product mix 
will vary by the type 
of attractions you 
are near, who your 
typical customers 
are, and how 
they’re looking to 
remember their 
experience 
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You can combine both the intercept survey (which should be short) and offer an 
opportunity to connect on a deeper level: “this survey today in our store is just four 
short questions, but we’ll send a followup coupon or freebie if we can get your e-mail 
address and send you a longer one to complete at home.” 
 
Once you understand your customer’s likes, motivations, dislikes, and desires, you 
can begin to tweak your product mix. Tom Tourist, visiting a national park retail 
store may have come for wool socks and energy bars, but he might also be tempted 
with a small gift item that he can collect at the parks he visits, such as a pendant, or 
lanyard he can attach to his pack. Hillary Hiker probably came in for a lined shell 
jacket, as the temperature at altitude dropped by an unexpected 20 degrees, but she 
picks up a birding guide to take with her on her journey and a made-in-the-USA gift 
item for her brother back home. Understanding what drives each audience helps with 
a more targeted selection of gift and consumable items.  
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Price: 
How to select a retail product group that works for your customer group is always a 
challenge for retailers. Price point makes a difference – a day hiker may have a 
limited budget, but a week-long guest visiting with a 7-day park pass may be more 
likely to spend a little over a few days, or cap their visit to the area with a single trip 
to your retail store. Souvenir stores have unique challenges and opportunities. Most 
people come in looking for a memento of their experiences, and they are more likely 
to spend on something they don’t need. Impulse purchases are higher for souvenir 
shops than traditional retailers. 
 
The product mix at a typical souvenir store looks like this: 
 

• High-end souvenirs 
• Mid-range souvenirs 
• Sundries 
• Trinket souvenirs 

 

 

Pricing is more 
science than art, as 
most retailers know. 
Product and price 
mix is more 
important for store 
sales as a whole 
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High-end souvenirs are centered around useful and experiential gifts. This might be a 
useful item like hiking or camping gear or a piece of equipment like binoculars or a 
camera. 
 
Guides, hiking sticks, apparel, hats and plush all fit into the mid-range souvenir 
category.  Mid-range is not necessarily a price point, but a customer value perception. 
What the customers think about the relative value of the item depends on where they 
are and how closely they align with the item’s interpretive value.  
 
Sundries such as snacks, backpacking meals, medical and first aid supplies are always 
bigger sellers for souvenir shops. Visitors to an area rarely fuel themselves with 
everything they need, and impulse purchases on sundries, even pricier ones like 
camera storage cards, are easy for them to make. Gaining margin here involves 
selecting more exclusive products – gourmet snacks and branded electronic gear 
versus generic trail mix. Locally made products do well in sundries sections because 
they cross over between a necessary item and a luxury splurge, and often have higher 
margins for retailers.  
 
Trinket souvenirs are the easiest sell of all, appealing across a wide range of customers 
and hitting a sweet spot of “let’s just get it!” spur-of-the-moment price point. Items 
that are ‘personalized’ with names are always great selling lines at almost every 
location. Trinket souvenirs run the gamut from useful-and-fun to just plain fun.  
 
Price depends largely on the value that the customer places on the item. On a rainy 
day, umbrellas could be sold at a premium, whereas they won’t move an inch off the 
display rack on a sunny summer day. Retailers understand this and position products 
and move displays to take advantage of weather, season and popularity. But there are 
a few things that you may not already know about selling smaller items like pendants 
or jewelry. These items often do well in with other product groupings such as a 
wildlife books and jewelry or an apparel line or even by Made in the USA status. 
There, a even a higher price point item will not be noticeable to the customer, as 
they compare the relative cost of items in the same area.  
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Place: 
Location, location, location; how retail product grouping, display and positioning 
can significantly impact sales 
 
Place in the 4Ps of marketing is primarily aimed at retailing and distribution 
networks, but we can also look to a very granular level and talk retail store 
positioning as well. Once you have products in your store, how do you maximize 
their positioning for optimum sales? 
 
Group products by customer persona 
Retailers often position products such as pendants, jewelry and small gift items 
together. But it may be better to group items in a different way, depending upon 
your customer persona. 
 
Your customers may look at ‘gear and sundries’ in a way that combines disparate 
items – camera storage cards, lithium ion batteries and wool socks might seem a 
strange mix of products, but for your hiking or sightseeing customers, this is a logical 
grouping of items that makes sense.  

 
Position made in the USA items together for higher sales 
Many customers, particularly those that are visiting uniquely American sites such as 
national parks, memorials and historical regions, have their patriotic senses 
heightened.  Groups of made in USA products do well together, because they are 
typically sold at higher price points. Positioning made in USA gift products next to 
made in China gift products can unfairly weight the less expensive product in the 

Product groupings, 
special event 
displays and other 
merchandising 
options generate 
both customer 
appeal and sales  
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customer’s eye. What’s the value of made in USA? Positioning the products together, 
even if they are not in the same category of product is a smart way to sell more of the 
made in USA product at the higher price point. 
 
Consider retail  displays that take advantage of l imited space 
Many retailers who sell small gift souvenirs group certain items together because of 
counter, wall and floor space, but don’t consider how, within those spaces, products 
may do better simply by positioning them in a way that helps each product group sell 
better.  
 
On a wall location, for instance, moving products so that each group of them has a 
visual point of sale retail header (provided by your manufacturer or wholesaler) can 
really highlight the products and communicate additional information to the 
customer, such as how it’s made, where it’s made, how it might be used or worn in 
alternative ways.  Your manufacturers are a wealth of great information – they work 
with hundreds of retailers across the country that are like you – and they know what 
works and what doesn’t. Reach out to your manufacturers for retail displays for walls, 
small spaces and countertops so that you know the best way to position product for 
maximum sales. 

 
Promotion: 

Connecting with the customer: using events, demonstrations, expert seminars to 
create unique retail experiences: 
 

Promotional ideas 
such as “Staff 
Picks” seen here 
are helpful to 
visitors.  
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Souvenir shops are in a unique position. They are not the main attraction in any 
vacation, but they play a starring role in providing guests and customers a chance to 
take home a little bit of their trip with them. They also serve a very key role as the 
retailer of necessity; when it comes to feeding, caring and satisfying customer needs.  
 
Souvenir shops can take advantage of these factors in a few ways: 1) Provide them 
with local, gourmet or unique variations of their favorite necessities and 2) craft 
experiences that match with the location to keep them shopping longer. 
 
Let’s break this down. If your souvenir retail store sells a mix of high, medium and 
low price point products, and some of them are sundries, try for a mix of local, made 
in the USA or specialty products. Examples include locally made portable snacks, 
made in USA small gift items that are easy to transport on the plane home, and 
unusual versions of common souvenirs. You might, for instance, have a line of 
Christmas tree ornaments made from locally-harvested trees, or a hand-crafted line of 
salted caramel and nut snacks, or even a made in the USA wildlife pendant featuring 
animals in the store’s region.  
 
Going for unique, unusual and useful is a good way to capture visitor dollars in your 
store. 
 
Going beyond the take-home souvenir;  how to craft guest and 
customer experiences for greater retail  sales 
 
People come to vacation in your area because of the natural experiences. From the 
extraordinary landscape, to the beach/water/mountain nearby or even the monument 
or historical site, the primary focus may not be shopping. So how do you weave that 
in? Create events and experiences! 
 
On busy days in your retail location (or not-so-busy days), develop a series of small 
events that you can schedule, promote and attract visitors. Invite a local birding 
expert to do a talk about local birds that are out and about during that time period. 
Promote the event through visitor centers, outside signage (sandwich boards, banners 
and other public displays) to capture visitors as they come and go within your 
community during their stay. Hotels are also a great place that your guests find out 
about happenings, and while a hotel might not want to promote every retail shop, 
the local bird watching talk from 10-11 on Saturdays is an event they’re happy to 
share with their visiting guests. 
 
Host useful product demonstrations 
This might be gourmet meal prep and cooking for backpackers or even a cook-off 
contest using prepackaged meals and snacks that help the backpackers and day 
trippers see the usefulness of the items you sell in your store. 
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Hold a photography competition 
Have guests submit photos to your social media channels and tag your organization. 
Offer a freebie or a bounce back coupon (if your retail location serves those who 
come a long way, send a small token such as a sticker set or a freebie, if they’re not 
able to purchase something as they’ve left the area.) 
 
A regular series of events built around the interests of your audience will help them 
come to your location to spend more time – and hopefully, more money – than they 
typically would.  
 
Organize your store’s décor and experience around customer personas.  
Smart retailers like Starbucks built their franchises around control of the experience, 
from the lighting to the flooring to wall colors and décor. As a retailer, you know 
these items make a difference. Crafting ways they can stay longer involves creating 
inviting space where they can do that, or experiences that they want to stay for. A 
local retailer might offer customers a sample of gourmet hot chocolate (enjoyed while 
walking around) or a treat. Most customers will stick around for the consuming of 
the treat, thus spending more time in your store. This also creates marketing 
reciprocity – the feeling that you’ve given me something, I should buy something (it 
doesn’t always work, but it does elicit that action in many people!) 
 
If you have a lot of day visitors to your area, provide a spot where they can sit to 
consider the maps and plan their day’s agenda. Consider staffing it with a member of 
your team who can answer questions; this would keep customers in your store longer. 
Positioning this spot next to guide books and accessories for their day’s adventure 
will put them right in front of the product that they might need.  
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Conclusion 
 
No marketing activity yields the perfect result. Some just don’t work – so you should test, 
measure, rinse and repeat.  
 
Test out a series of events over successive weekends, and analyze that against previous years’ 
sales to see if the events help fuel additional sales. Make adjustments in how and to whom 
you target with your in-store promotion on a regular basis will help you tweak the mix of the 
4Ps that works for you.  

 
Key next steps that every souvenir retai ler should take 

 
1. Set up a time for your team to brainstorm new ideas. No idea is immediately off the 

table – select the top 20% that may have the best chance for success 
 

2. Establish a SMART Goal: SMART goals are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Results-focused, and Time- bound 

 
3. Develop an action plan for each initiative and assign a champion on your team to 

take it forward. Bring the whole team to the table and select champions who are 
passionate about the idea 

 
4. Execute on the ideas and track how they are working through visitor count, store 

traffic count, sales and time spent in the store as well as intercept and follow up 
surveys of customers after events 

 
Measure, rinse and repeat!   
 
Retailing success is a combination of factors, and souvenir shops are in a unique time bound 
space that makes it hard to capture repeat business, so use all of your channels to boost 
customer traffic and per-ticket sales increases. All of these ideas combined will have an effect 
on the bottom line in a positive way. 
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